Abstract-The performance of single image super-resolution has achieved significant improvement by utilizing deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs). The features in deep CNN contain different types of information which make different contributions to image reconstruction. However, most CNN-based models lack discriminative ability for different types of information and deal with them equally, which results in the representational capacity of the models being limited. On the other hand, as the depth of neural networks grows, the long-term information coming from preceding layers is easy to be weaken or lost in late layers, which is adverse to super-resolving image. To capture more informative features and maintain long-term information for image superresolution, we propose a channel-wise and spatial feature modulation (CSFM) network in which a sequence of feature-modulation memory (FMM) modules is cascaded with a densely connected structure to transform low-resolution features to high informative features. In each FMM module, we construct a set of channelwise and spatial attention residual (CSAR) blocks and stack them in a chain structure to dynamically modulate multi-level features in a global-and-local manner. This feature modulation strategy enables the high contribution information to be enhanced and the redundant information to be suppressed. Meanwhile, for long-term information persistence, a gated fusion (GF) node is attached at the end of the FMM module to adaptively fuse hierarchical features and distill more effective information via the dense skip connections and the gating mechanism. Extensive quantitative and qualitative evaluations on benchmark datasets illustrate the superiority of our proposed method over the stateof-the-art methods.
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I. INTRODUCTION
S INGLE image super-resolution (SISR), which aims at reconstructing a high-resolution (HR) image from its single low-resolution (LR) counterpart, is an ill-posed inverse problem. To tackle such an inverse problem, numerous learningbased super-resolution (SR) methods have been proposed to learn the mapping function between LR and HR image pairs via probabilistic graphical model [1] , [2] , neighbor embedding [3] , [4] , sparse coding [5] , [6] , linear or nonlinear regression [7] - [9] , and random forest [10] .
More recently, benefiting from the powerful representational ability of convolutional neural networks (CNNs), deeplearning-based SR methods have achieved better performances in terms of effectiveness and efficiency. As an early first attempt, SRCNN [14] proposed by Dong et al. employed three convolutional layers to predict the nonlinear mapping function from bicubic upscaled middle resolution image to high resolution image, which outperformed most conventional "img093" from Urban100 [11] Ground Truth PSNR / SSIM Bicubic 23.63dB / 0.8041 EDSR [12] 29.56dB / 0.9336 RDN [13] 28.59dB / 0.9286 CSFM(ours) 32.06dB / 0.9462 SR methods. Later, various works followed the similar network design and consistently improved SR performance via residual learning [15] , [16] , recursive learning [16] , [17] , symmetric skip connections [18] and cascading memory blocks [19] . Differing from the above pre-upscaling approaches which operated SR on bicubic upsampled images, FSRCNN [20] and ESPCN [21] , designed by Dong et al. and Shi et al. respectively, extracted features from the original LR images and upsampled spatial resolution only at the end of the processing pipeline via a deconvolution layer or a sub-pixel convolution module [21] . Following this post-upscaling architecture, Ledig et al. [22] employed the residual blocks proposed in [23] to construct a deeper network (SRResnet) for image SR, which was further improved by EDSR [12] and MDSR [12] via removing unnecessary modules. Further, to conveniently pass information across several layers, dense blocks [24] were also introduced to construct several deep networks [13] , [25] , [26] for suiting image super-resolution. Meanwhile, to simplify the difficulty of direct super-resolving the details, [26] - [28] adopted the progressive structure to reconstruct HR image in a stage-by-stage upscaling manner. In addition, [29] , [30] incorporated the feedback mechanism into network designs for The feature-modulation memory (FMM) module in (a), which exploits a chain of channel-wise and spatial attention residual (CSAR) blocks to capture more informative features and utilizes the gated fusion (GF) node to fusion long-term information from the preceding FMM modules and short-term information from the current module.
exploiting both LR and HR signals jointly.
Although these existing deep-learning-based approaches have made good efforts to improve SR performance, the reconstruction of high frequency details for SISR is still a challenge. In deep neural networks, the LR inputs and extracted features contain different types of information across channels, spaces and layers, such as low-frequency and highfrequency information or low-level and high-level features, which have different reconstruction difficulties (e.g., the highfrequency features or the pixels on the texture areas are more difficult to reconstruction than the low-frequency features or the pixels on the flat areas) as well as different contributions to recovering the implicit high-frequency details. However, the most CNN-based methods consider different types of information equally and lack flexible modulation ability in dealing with them, which resultantly limits the representational ability and fitting capacity of the deep networks. Therefore, for the deeper neural networks, simply increasing depth or width can hardly achieve better improvement. On the other hand, for image restoration tasks, the hierarchical features produced by deep neural networks are informative and useful. However, many very deep networks, such as VDSR [15] , LapSRN [27] , EDSR [12] and IDN [31] , adopt single-path direct connections or short skip connections among layers, where hierarchical features could hardly be fully utilized and long-term information that provides some clues for SR would be lost as the network depth grows. Although SRDenseNet [25] and RDN [13] employ dense-connection blocks for SR to fuse different levels of features, the extreme connectivity pattern in their networks not only hinders their scalability to large width or high depth but also produces redundant computation. Memory blocks adopted in MemNet [19] also integrate information from the preceding memory blocks to achieve persistent memory, but the fused features are extracted from bicubic pre-upscaled images which might lose some details and produce new noises. Therefore, how to effectively make full use multi-level, channel-wise and spatial features within neural networks is crucial for HR image reconstruction and remains to be explored.
To address these issues, we propose a Channel-wise and Spatial Feature Modulation network (illustrated in Fig. 2) for SISR, named CSFM, which not only adaptively learns to pay attention to every feature entry in the multi-level, channelwise and spatial feature responses but also fully and effectively exploits the hierarchical features to maintain persistent memory. In the CSFM network, we construct a feature-modulation memory (FMM) module (shown in Fig. 2(b) ) as the building module and stack several FMM modules with a densely connected structure. An FMM module contains a channelwise and spatial attention residual (CSAR) blockchain and a gated fusion (GF) node. In the CSAR blockchain, we develop a channel-wise and spatial attention residual (CSAR) block via integrating the channel-wise and spatial attentions into the residual block [23] and stack a collection of CSAR blocks to modulate multi-level features for adaptively capturing more important information. In addition, by adopting a GF node in the FMM module, the states of the current FMM module and of the preceding FMM modules are conveniently concatenated and adaptively fused for short-term and long-term information preservation as well as for information flow enhancement. As shown in Fig. 1 , our proposed CSFM network generates more realistic visual result compared with other methods.
In summary, the major contributions of our proposed SISR method are three-fold: 1). We develop a CSAR block via combining channel-wise and spatial attention mechanisms into the residual block, which can adaptively recalibrate the feature responses in a globaland-local manner by explicitly modelling channel-wise and spatial feature interdependencies.
2). We construct an FMM module via stacking a set of CSAR blocks to modulate multi-level features and adding a GF node to adaptively fuse hierarchical features for important information preservation. The block-stacking structure in the FMM module enables it to capture different types of attention and then enhance high contribution information for image super-resolution, while the gating mechanism help it to adaptively distill more effective information from short-term and long-term states.
3) We design a CSFM network for accurate single image SR, in which the stacked FMM modules enhance discriminative learning ability of the network and the densely connected structure helps to fully exploit multi-level information as well as ensures maximum information flow between modules.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses the related SISR methods and correlative mechanisms applied in neural networks. Section III describes the proposed CSFM network for SR in detail. Model analysis and experimental comparisons with other state-of-the-art methods are presented in Section IV, and Section V concludes the paper with observations and discussions.
II. RELATED WORK
Numerous SISR methods, different learning mechanisms and various network architectures have been proposed in the literatures. Here, we focus our discussions on the approaches which are related to our method.
A. Deep-learning based Image Super-Resolution
Since Dong et al. [10] first proposed a super-resolution convolutional neural network (SRCNN) to predict the nonlinear relationship between bicubic upscaled image and HR image, various CNN architectures have been studied for SR. As deeper CNNs have larger receptive fields to capture more contextual information, Kim et al. proposed two deep networks of VDSR [15] and DRCN [17] which utilized global residual learning and recursive layers respectively to improve SR accuracy. To control the number of model parameters and maintain persistent memory, Tai et al. constructed the recursive blocks with global-and-local residual learning in DRRN [16] and designed the memory blocks with dense connections in MemNet [19] . For these methods, the LR images need be bicubic interpolated to the desired size before entering the networks, which inevitably increases the computational complexity and might produce new noise.
For alleviating the computational loads and overcoming the disadvantage of the pre-upscaling structure, Dong et al. [20] exploited the deconvolution operator to upscale spatial resolution at the network tail. Later, Shi et al. [21] proposed a more effective sub-pixel convolution layer to replace the deconvolution layer for upscaling the final LR feature-maps into the HR output, which was recently extended by an enhanced upscaling module (EUM) [32] via applying residual learning and multi-path concatenation into the module. Benefiting from this post-upscaling strategy, more and more deeper networks, such as SRResnet [22] , EDSR [12] and SRDenseNet [25] , achieved high performances with less computational load. Recently, Hui et al. [31] developed the information distillation blocks and stacked them to construct a deep and compact convolutional network. And, Zhang et al. [13] proposed a residual dense network (RDN) which used the densely connected convolutional layers to extract abundant local features and adopted the local-and-global feature fusion procedure to adaptively fuse hierarchical features in the LR space.
Taking the effectiveness of post-upscaling strategy into account, we also apply the sub-pixel convolution layer [21] at the end of network for upscaling spatial resolution. Furthermore, we exploit the feature modulation mechanism to enhance the discriminative ability of the network for different types of information.
B. Attention Mechanism
The aim of attention mechanism in neural network is to recalibrate the feature responses towards the most informative and important components of the inputs. Recently, some works have focused on the integration of attention modules within deep network architectures on a range of tasks, such as image generation [33] , image captioning [34] , [35] , image classification [36] , [37] and image restoration [38] , [39] . Xu et al. [34] proposed a visual attention model for image captioning, which used hard pooling to select the most probably attentive region or soft pooling to average the spatial features with attentive weights. Xu et al. [40] further refined the spatial attention model by stacking two spatial attention models for visual question answering. Moreover, by investigating the interdependencies between the channels of the convolutional features in a network, Hu et al. [36] introduced a channel-wise attention mechanism and proposed a squeeze-and-excitation (SE) block to adaptively recalibrate channel-wise feature responses for image classification. Recently, inspired by SE networks, Zhang et al. [38] integrated the channel-wise attention into the residual blocks and proposed a very deep residual channel attention network which pushed the state-ofthe-art performance of SISR forward. In addition, Chen et al. [35] stacked the spatial and channel-wise attention modules at multiple layers for image captioning, where the second attention (spatial attention or channel-wise attention) was operated on the attentive feature-maps recalibrated by the first one (channel-wise attention or spatial attention). Besides the spatial and channel-wise attentions, Wang et al. [39] utilized semantic segmentation probability maps as prior knowledge and introduced semantic attention to modulate spatial features for realistic texture generation. However, this model requires external resources to train these semantic attributes.
Inspired by attention mechanism and considering that there are different types of information within and across featuremaps which have different contributions for image SR, we combine channel-wise and spatial attentions into the residual blocks to adaptively modulate feature representations in a global-and-local way for capturing more important information. 
C. Skip Connections
As the depth of a network grows, the problems of information flow weakened and gradient vanishing hamper the training of the network. Many recent methods have been devoted to resolving these problems. ResNets proposed by He et al. [23] was built by stacking a sequence of residual blocks, which utilized the skip connections between layers to improve information flow and make training easier. The residual blocks were also widely applied in [12] , [22] to construct very wide and deep networks for SR performance improvement. To fully explore the advantages of skip connections, Huang et al. [24] constructed DenseNets by directly connecting each layer to all previous layers. Meanwhile, in order to make the networks scale to deep and wide ones, block compression was applied in DenseNets to halve the number of channels in the concatenation of previous layers. The dense connections were utilized in [13] , [19] , [25] for image SR to improve the flows of information and gradient throughout the networks as well. However, the extremely dense connections and frequent concatenations may increase information redundancy and computational cost. Considering these, Chen et al. [41] combined the insights of ResNets [23] and DenseNets [24] and proposed a DualPathNet which utilized both concatenation and summation for previous features.
Recognizing both advantages of residual path in residual block and densely connected paths in dense block, we stack several attention-based residual blocks within each module and utilize the densely connected paths between modules for effective feature re-exploitation and important information preservation.
III. THE PROPOSED CSFM NETWORK
The proposed CSFM network for SISR, outlined in Fig. 2 , consists of an initial feature extraction sub-network (IFENet), a feature transformation sub-network (FTNet) and an upscaling sub-network (UpNet). The IFENet is applied to represent a LR input as a set of feature-maps via a convolutional layer. The FTNet is designed to capture more informative features for SR by a sequence of stacked feature-modulation memory (FMM) modules and two convolutional layers. The transformed features are then fed into the UpNet to generate the HR image. In this section, we detail the proposed model, from the channel-wise and spatial attention residual (CSAR) block to the FMM module and finally the overall network architecture.
A. The CSAR Block
The features generated by a deep network contain different types of information across channels and spatial regions which have different contributions for the high-frequency details recovery. If we are able to increase the network's sensitivity to higher contribution features and make it focus on learning more important features, the representational power of the network would be enhanced and the performance improved. Keeping that in mind, we design a channel-wise attention (CA) unit and a spatial attention (SA) unit by utilizing the interdependencies between channels and spatial locations of the features, and then combine two types of attention into the residual blocks to adaptively modulate feature representations.
1) The CA Unit: The aim of the CA unit is to perform feature recalibration in a global way where the per-channel summary statistics are calculated and then used to selectively emphasis informative feature-maps as well as suppress useless ones (e.g. redundant feature-maps). The structure of the CA unit is illustrated in Fig. 3(a)-(b) . We denote U = [u 1 , u 2 , · · · , u C ] as the input of the CA unit, which consists of C feature-maps with size of H × W . To generate channel-wise summary statistics z ∈ R C×1×1 , the global average pooling is operated on individual feature channels across spatial dimensions H × W , as done in [36] . The c-th element of z is computed by
where u c (i, j) is the value at position (i, j) of the c-th channel u c . To assign different attentions to different types of feature-maps, we employ a gating mechanism with a sigmoid activation to summary statistic z. The process is represented as follows.
where σ (·) and δ (·) represent the sigmoid and ReLU [42] functions respectively, and * denotes the convolution operation.
r are the weights and bias in the first convolutional layer which is followed by ReLU activation and used to decrease the number of channels of z by the reduction ratio r. Next, the number of channels is increased back to the original amount via another convolutional layer with parameters of
C . In addition, the channel-wise attention weights α ∈ R C×1×1 are adapted to the values between 0 and 1 by sigmoid function σ (·), and then used to rescale the input features as follows.
where f CA (·) is a channel-wise multiplication for feature channels and corresponding channel weights, U CA is the channel-wise recalibrated output, and Φ CA (·) represents the CA unit which is apparently conditioned on the input U.
With the above process, the CA unit is able to adaptively modulate the channel-wise features according to the channelwise statistics of input, and help the network boost the channel-wise feature discriminability.
2) The SA Unit: The channel-wise attention exploits global average pooling to squeeze global spatial information into a channel statistical descriptor, by which the spatial information within each feature-map is yet removed. On the other hand, the information contained in the inputs and feature-maps is also diverse over spatial positions. For example, the edge or texture regions usually contain more high-frequency information while the smooth areas have more low-frequency information. Therefore, to recover high-frequency details for image SR, it is helpful to make the network have discriminative ability for different local regions and pay more attentions to the regions which are more important and more difficult to reconstruct.
Considering aforementioned discussion, besides the channel-wise attention, we explore a complementary form of attention termed as spatial attention to improve the representations of the network. As shown in Fig. 3(a) -(c), let U = [u 1 , u 2 , · · · , u C ] be an input for the SA unit, which has C feature-maps with size of H × W . To make use of feature channel interdependencies of the input and inspired by the local computations in computational-neuroscience models [43] , we use a two-layers neural network followed by a sigmoid function to generate a spatial attention mask β ∈ R 1×H×W . Below is the definition of the SA unit.
where the meanings of the notations σ (·), δ (·) and * are the same as those used in Eq. . Further, the sigmoid function σ (·) normalizes the attentive map range to [0, 1] to obtain the spatial attention soft mask β. The process of input features being spatially modulated by β can be formulated as
where f SA (·) is an element-wise multiplication for spatial positions of each feature-map and their corresponding spatial attention weights, and Φ SA (·) denotes the SA model. With the SA unit, the features are adaptively modulated in a local way, which could be interplayed with the global channel-wise modulation to help the network enhancing the representational power.
3) Integration of CA and SA into the Residual Block: Since the residual blocks introduced in ResNets [23] can improve information flow and achieve better performance for image SR in [12] , we combine the channel-wise and spatial attention units into the residual block and propose the CSAR block.
As illustrated in Fig. 3 , if we denote H I and H O as the input and output of a CSAR block, and Φ (·) as the combinational attention model of CA and SA that will be detailed later, the CSAR block can be formulated as
where Q (·) and R (·) represent the functions of the CSAR block and the residual branch respectively. The residual branch contains two stacked convolutional layers with a ReLU activation,
where
are the weight and bias sets of the residual branch and U is a set of produced residual features.
To capture more important information, we apply the combinational attention model Φ (·) to modulate the residual features U. At first, we operate the CA unit Φ CA (·) and the SA unit Φ SA (·) on the residual features U respectively to obtain channel-wise weighted feature-maps U CA and spatial weighted feature-maps U SA , as described in Section III. A 1) and 2). Then, two sets of modulated feature-maps are concatenated as the input to a 1 × 1 convolutional layer ( parameterized by W Φ and b Φ ) which is utilized to fuse two types of attention-modulated features with learned adaptive weights. All processes are summarized as follows.
where [·] represents the operation of feature concatenation.
Inserting the combinational attention model into the deep network in the way described above has two benefits. First, since the combinational attention model only modulates the residual features, the good property of the identical mapping in the residual block is not broken and the information flow is still improved. Second, as two attention units are combined into a residual block, we can conveniently apply channelwise and spatial attentions to multi-level features by stacking multiple CSAR blocks, and thus more multi-level important information is captured.
B. The FMM Module
To make full use of the attention mechanism and conveniently maintain persistent memory, the FMM module is built. As illustrated in Fig. 2(b) , the FMM module contains a CSAR blockchain and a gated fusion (GF) node.
The CSAR blockchain is constructed by stacking multiple CSAR blocks in a chain structure, which is exploited to perform channel-wise and spatial feature modulation at multiple levels. Supposing B CSAR blocks in a blockchain are stacked in sequence, the input of the first CSAR block H 0 and the output of the last CSAR block H B are obviously the input and output of the CSAR blockchain. Thus, the CSAR blockchain can be formulated as below.
are the functions for the CSAR blocks as depicted in Eq. (6), and Q (B) (·) denotes the operation of the CSAR blockchain.
To preserve long-term information when multiple FMM modules are stacked in the deep network, the GF node is attached to integrate the information coming from the previous FMM modules and from the current blockchain through an adaptive learning process. In the GF node, the features generated by the preceding FMM modules and by the current CSAR blockchain are firstly concatenated and then fed into a convolutional layer to be adaptively fused.
where φ m (·) denotes the function of the 1 × 1 convolutional layer with parameters of W m GF and b m GF . This convolutional layer accomplishes the gating mechanism to learn adaptive weights for different information and then controls the output information. Based on those depicted above, the formulation of the m-th FMM module can be written as
where G m (·) denotes the function for the m-th FMM module, and P m−1 and P m are the input and output of the m-th FMM module. As P m−1 is also the input of the CSAR blockchain (Q Thus, in the CSAR blockchain, the stacked CSAR blocks modulate multi-level features to capture more important information, and multiple short-term skip connections help rich information flow across different layers and modules. Meanwhile, in the GF node, the long-term dense connections among the FMM modules not only alleviate long-term information loss of the deep network during forward propagation but also contribute to multi-level information fusion, which would benefit image SR.
C. Network Architecture
As shown in Fig. 2 , we stack multiple FMM modules to build the feature transformation sub-network (FTNet), which is utilized to map the features, generated from the initial feature extraction sub-network (IFENet), to the high informative features for the upscaling sub-network (UpNet). In addition, similar to [12] , [13] , we also adopt the global residual-feature learning in the FTNet via adding an identity branch from its input to its output (green curve in Fig. 2) . Thus, the three sub-networks make up our CSFM network to super-resolve LR image. Let's denote X and Y SR as the input and output of the CSFM network. And, we adopt a convolutional layer as the IFENet to extract the initial features from LR input image,
where S IF EN et (·) denotes the function of the IFENet, and F IF E is a set of extracted features which is then fed into the FTNet and also used for global residual-feature learning. In the FTNet, the input F IF E is firstly sent to a convolutional layer for receptive field expansion and the generated features P 0 are then used as the input to the first FMM module. Supposing M FMM modules and one convolutional layer are stacked to act as the features transformation, the output of the FTNet can be obtained by After acquiring the high informative features F F T , we exploit the UpNet to upsample them for HR image reconstruction. Specifically, we adopt a sub-pixel convolutional layer [21] followed by a convolutional layer as the UpNet for converting multiple HR sub-images to a single HR image.
where S U pN et (·) and D (·) denote the functions of the UpNet and the whole CSFM network respectively. The CSFM network is optimized via minimizing the difference between the super-resolved image Y SR and the corresponding ground-truth image Y. As done in previous work [12] , [13] , we adopt L 1 loss function to measure the difference. Given a training dataset
, where K is the number of training patch pairs and X k , Y k are the k-th LR and HR patch pairs, the objective function for training the CSFM network is formulated as
where Θ denotes the parameter set of the CSFM network.
With the stacked FMM modules and the densely connected structure, the proposed CSFM network not only possesses the discriminative learning ability for different types of information but also enables the information that is easier to reconstruct to adopt the shorter forward/backward paths across the network and then pays more attentions to the more important and more difficult information.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we first provide implementation details, including both model hyper-parameters and training data setting. Then, we study the contributions of different components in the proposed CSFM network by the ablation experiments. Finally, we compare our CSFM model with other state-ofthe-art methods on several benchmark datasets.
A. Datasets and Metrics
We conduct comparison studies on widely used datasets, Set5 [44] , Set14 [45] , BSD100 [46] , Urban100 [11] and Manga109 [47] , which contain 5, 14, 100, 100 and 109 images respectively. The Set5, Set14 and BSD100 contain natural scene images, while the Urban100 consists of urban scene images with many details in different frequency bands and Manga109 is made up of Japanese comic images with many fine structures. We use 800 high-quality training images from DIV2K [48] to train our model. Data augmentation is performed on these training images, which includes random horizontal flipping and random rotation by 90
• . We use the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and the structural similarity (SSIM) [49] index as metrics for evaluation. Higher PSNR and SSIM values indicate better quality. As commonly done in SISR, all the criteria are calculated on the luminance channel of image after pixels near image boundary are removed. 
B. Implementation Details
We apply our model to super-resolve the RGB lowresolution images which are generated by downsampling the corresponding HR images with bicubic kernel to a certain scale. Following [12] , we pre-process all images by subtracting the mean RGB values of DIV2K dataset. For training, the LR color patches with a size of 48 × 48 are randomly cropped from LR images as the inputs of our proposed model and the mini-batch size is set to 16 . We train our model with ADAM optimizer [50] by setting β 1 = 0.9, β 2 = 0.999 and ε = 10 −8 . The initial learning rate is initialized to 10 −4 , which is reduced to half at 3 × 10 5 mini-batch updates and then halved at every 2×10 5 iterations. And, we apply PyTorch [51] on an NVIDIA GTX 1080Ti GPU for model training and testing.
In our CSFM network, all convolutional layers have 64 filters and the kernel sizes of them are 3 × 3 except the 1 × 1 convolutional layers in the CA and SA units and those in the GF nodes. Meanwhile, we zero-pad the boundaries of each feature-map to ensure the spatial size of it is the same as the input size after the convolution is operated. In addition, in the CSAR block, the reduction ratio r in the CA unit and the increase ratio γ in the SA unit are empirically set to 16 and 2 respectively.
C. Model Analysis
In this subsection, the contributions of different components and designs in our model are analyzed via the experiments, including the CSAR block, the GF node for information 1) The CSAR Block: To validate the effectiveness of the CSAR block, besides the CSAR block, we construct another three blocks for comparison. (I) The base residual (BR) block contains two convolutional layers with one ReLU activation, as shown in Fig. 4(a) . Compared with the CSAR block, the BR block removes both the CA unit and SA unit, corresponding to the 1 st and 5 th combinations of the first three rows in TABLE I. (II) The channel-wise attention residual (CAR) block is constructed by integrating the CA unit to the BR block for adaptively rescaling channel-wise features, which is depicted in Fig. 4(b) and corresponds to the 2 nd and 6 th combinations of the first three rows in TABLE I. (III) The spatial attention residual (SAR) block (the 3 rd and 7 th combinations of the first three rows in TABLE I), as illustrated in Fig. 4(c) , is developed by introducing the SA unit into the BR block to modulate pixel-wise features. Specifically, we apply 64 these blocks to the respective networks for experimental comparison, and present SR performances of these networks on Urban100 dataset in TABLE I. Obviously, when the combinational attention of CA and SA is adopted in our CSAR block (the 4 th and 8 th combinations of the first three rows in TABLE I), the channel-wise attention or the spatial attention needs not be introduced. Therefore, we mark these cases with the symbol of "-" in TABLE I. In addition, Fig. 5 provides the visual comparisons of the network with BR blocks (the 1 st combination in TABLE I), the network with CSAR blocks (the 4 th combination in TABLE I), and the network with both CSAR blocks and GF nodes (the last combination in TABLE I) .
From TABLE I, we can see that when both the CA unit and the SA unit are removed in the BR block, the PSNR values are relatively low, especially when the GF nodes are not used for long-term information preservation. And, by integrating the CA unit or the SA unit into the BR blocks, the SR performances can be moderately improved. Moreover, when our proposed CSAR blocks with the combinational attentions are utilized, the performance can be further boosted. In both cases of without and with the GF nodes, the network with the CSAR blocks outperforms those with the BR blocks by the PSNR gains of 0.16dB and 0.11dB respectively. Furthermore, in Fig. 5 , it is seen that the network only with BR blocks (Fig. 5(b) ) generates some blurry and false fence lines while the network with proposed CSAR blocks (Fig. 5(c) ) accurately reconstructs the fence rows and presents better result via combining the channel-wise and spatial attentions. The above observations demonstrate the superiority of our CSAR block over other blocks without attention or with only one type of attention (i.e. the BR block, CAR block and SAR block), and also manifest that integrating channel-wise and spatial attentions in residual blocks to modulate multi-level features can benefit image SR.
2) The GF Node with Long-term Dense Connections: As illustrated in Fig. 2(b) , the GF node is added at the end of the FMM module for contributing to persistent memory maintenance and different information fusion. To investigate the contributions of the GF node, we conduct the ablation tests and present the study on the effect of the GF node in TABLE I and Fig. 5 . In TABLE I, the first four columns list the results produced by the networks without GF nodes where 64 blocks are cascaded for feature transformation, while the last four columns show the performances of the networks with GF nodes in which 16 blocks and one GF node constitute a module and 4 modules are stacked with densely connected structure (similar to the architecture of the CSFM network). Through the comparisons between the results in the first four columns and those in the last four columns, we find that the networks with GF nodes would perform better than those without GF nodes. Specifically, when the CSAR blocks with combinational attentions are utilized, the network with GF nodes can achieve an improvement of 0.21dB in terms of PSNR compared with the baseline network with only BR blocks. Besides, from Fig. 5 , we can observe that by introducing information maintenance mechanism, the network with GF nodes generates finer and clearer fence rows compared with those without GF nodes. These comparisons manifest that applying the GF nodes makes long-term information preservation easy and then more important information can be effectively exploited for image SR.
To further analyze the contributions of different kinds of information fed into the GF nodes and illustrate how the GF nodes control the output information, and inspired by [19] , we make statistics on the norms of the weights from all filters in the GF nodes. For each feature-map input to the GF node, we calculate the weight norm in the corresponding filter as follows
where q m n (n = 1, 2, · · · , N m ) represents the weight norm of the n-th feature-map fed into the m-th GF node (receiving N m feature-maps as input), and W m GF with size of 64 × N m × 1 × 1 denotes the weight set of the filter in the GF node. The larger norm indicates that the feature-map provides more information to the GF node for fusion, and vice versa. For the sake of comparison, we average the weight norms of long-term feature-maps from the preceding FMM modules and of shortterm feature-maps from the current FMM module respectively. Similar to [19] , we normalize the weight norms to the range of 0 to 1 for better visualization. Fig. 6 presents the average norms of two types of feature-maps (long-term feature-maps and short-term feature-maps) in eight GF nodes of eight FMM modules for two scale factors of 2× and 4×. One can see that the long-term information from the preceding modules makes non-negligible contribution especially in late modules whatever the upscaling factor is, which indicates that the longterm information plays an important role in super-resolving LR image. Therefore, the GF nodes being added for information persistence is beneficial for improving SR performance.
3) The Number of FMM Modules and the Number of CSAR Blocks in each FMM Module: The capacity of the CSFM network is mainly determined by the number of the FMM modules and the number of the CSAR blocks in each FMM module. In this subsection, we test the effects of two parameters on image SR. For simplicity, we denote the number of the FMM modules as M and the number of the CSAR blocks as B. The network with m modules and b blocks per module is represented as M mBb for short. Fig. 7 shows the results of the PSNR performance (illustrated by different colors according to the color bar on the right) versus two parameters (M and B) on the dataset of BSD100 for a scale factor of 2×. We can see that the better performances can be achieved by increasing M or B. Since the larger M and B results in a deeper network, the comparisons in Fig. 7 Fig. 9 : Visual evaluation for a scale factor of 4× on the image "img076" from Urban100. Other methods fail to recover the texture region on the face and give very tangle results. By contrast, our CSFM model can reconstruct the details which are subjectively closer to the ground truth. 
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D. Comparisons with the State-of-the-arts
To illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed CSFM network, several state-of-the-art SISR methods, including SR-CNN [14] , FSRCNN [20] , VDSR [15] , LapSRN [27] , DRRN [16] , MemNet [19] , IDN [31] , EDSR [12] , SRMDNF [52] , D-DBPN [29] and RDN [13] , are compared in terms of quantitative evaluation, visual quality and number of parameters. by applying their public trained models to Manga109 dataset for evaluation. In addition, we rebuild the VDSR network in PyTorch with the same network parameters for training and testing as its trained model is not provided.
The quantitative evaluations in the five benchmark datasets for three scale factors (2×, 3×, 4×) are summarized in TABLE II. When compared with MemNet and RDN, both of which introduce persistence memory mechanism via extremely dense skip connections, our CSFM network achieves the highest performance but with fewer skip connections. This indicates that our FMM module with long-term skip connections not only advances the memory block in MemNet [19] and the residual dense block in RDN [13] but also reduces the redundancy in the structure of extremely dense connections. Meanwhile, our CSFM model significantly outperforms the remaining methods on all datasets for all upscaling factors, in terms of PSNR and SSIM. Especially, on the challenging dataset Urban100, the proposed CSFM network advances the state-of-the-art (achieved by EDSR or RDN) with the improvement margins of 0.19dB, 0.18dB and 0.14dB on scale factors of 2×, 3× and 4× respectively. In addition, more significant improvements earned by the CSFM network are shown on Manga109 dataset, where the proposed CSFM model outperforms EDSR (with highest performance among the prior methods) by the PSNR gains of 0.21dB, 0.32dB and 0.29dB for the 2×, 3× and 4× enlargement respectively. These results validate the superiority of the proposed method especially on super-resolving the images with fine structures such as those in Urban100 and Manga109 datasets.
The visual comparisons of different methods are shown in Fig. 8 -Fig. 13 . Thanks to the proposed FMM modules for adaptive multi-level feature-modulation and long-term memory preservation, our proposed CSFM network accurately and clearly reconstructs the stripe patterns, the grid structures, the texture regions and the characters. It is observed that the severe distortions and the noticeable artifacts are contained in the results generated by the prior methods, such as the marked strips on the wall in Fig. 8 , the color lines on the balcony in Fig. 11 and the grids on the building in Fig. 12 .
In contrast, our method avoids the distortions, suppresses the artifacts and generates more faithful results. Besides, in Fig. 9 , Fig. 13 and Fig. 10 , only our method is able to recover more accurate textures and more recognizable characters, while other methods suffer from much information loss and heavy blurring artifacts. The above visual comparisons demonstrate the powerful representational ability of our CSFM network as well.
We also compare the tradeoff between the performance and the number of network parameters from our CSFM network and existing networks. Fig. 14 shows the PSNR performances of several models versus the number of parameters, where the results are evaluated with Set5 dataset for 4× upscaling factor. We can see that our CSFM network significantly outperforms the relatively small models. Furthermore, compared with EDSR and RDN, our CSFM network achieves higher PSNR but with 72% and 47% fewer parameters respectively. These comparisons indicate that our model has a better tradeoff between performance and model size.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a channel-wise and spatial feature modulation (CSFM) network for modeling the process of single image super-resolution, where stacked feature-modulation memory (FMM) modules with the densely connected structure effectively improve its discriminative learning ability and make it concentrate on the worthwhile information. The FMM module consists of a chain of cascaded channel-wise and spatial attention residual (CSAR) blocks and a gated fusion (GF) node. The CSAR block is constructed by incorporating the channel-wise attention and spatial attention into the residual block and utilized to modulate the residual features in a globaland-local way. Further, when a sequence of CSAR blocks are cascaded in the FMM module, two types of attention can be jointly applied to multi-level features and then more informative features can be captured. Meanwhile, The GF node, designed via introducing the gating mechanism and for establishing long-term skip connections among the FMM modules, can help to maintain long-term information and enhance information flow. Comprehensive evaluations on benchmark datasets demonstrate better performance of our CSFM network in terms of quantitative and qualitative measurements.
